TEN K SOLAR MONITORING

CLOUD BASED
DATA STORAGE

REAL TIME
ALERTS

CONFIGURED
DASHBOARD

PAID ANNUAL
SUBSCRIPTION

1-TIME HARDWARE
PURCHASE

CIRCUIT MONITORING
• eGauge Data Logger + CTs by AC circuit
• Ethernet or Cellular Connectivity
• Data stored on the logger and viewed via logger based web page
• Real-time circuit level current, voltage and power data
• One-time Hardware purchase
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• System displayed in Locus’ SolarNOC™ application
• View circuit level Ten K monitoring data
• See all of your PV systems in one place
• Analyze energy output with charting tools
ALERT WATCH LISTS
• Set alerts for O&M
• Calculate expected vs actual production with Virtual Irradiance
• Web configuration provided by Ten K & Locus Energy
• Annual software fee (per monitoring device) + one time hardware fee
EASY CONFIGURATION
• First year software fee paid to Ten K, subsequent renewals paid to Locus
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FLEET MANAGEMENT (INCLUDED)

CIRCUIT MONITORING (INCLUDED)

• Everything you need for complete asset management
ALERT WATCH LISTS - In addition to performance data, the dashboard
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